
What is a penetration test
and why would my company
need one?

Penetration testing is a simulated real-world attack on a network or
application that identifies vulnerabilities that could be exploited by
an attacker. By actively attempting to exploit vulnerabilities, a
penetration test can provide guidance on specific risks and advice
on how to fix issues.

Incidence and operational impact

of UK businesses
identified cyber

Choose which test you need

Web Application Test

 Simulated Phishing Test

 Network Penetration Test

Identifies security problems
within your network
infrastructure. Network
penetration testing is likely to
involve scanning your network
and wireless infrastructure for
potential issues.

Detects security issues within
a website or web application
that could be exploited by a
malicious attacker, resulting in
irreparable damage or data
theft.

Delivers an independent
assessment of employee
susceptibility to phishing
attacks and evaluates your
security awareness
campaigns.

What do I do
next?

Evaluate drivers for penetration tests  
Determine your goals based on an evaluation of relevant criteria,
such as the impact of serious incidents, increased threat levels, or
significant changes to business or IT processes.  

#1

Identify target environments  
Your penetration testing programme should identify the target
environments that need to be subject to penetration testing.  #2

Prioritiese your requirements  
Requirements for penetration testing should consider important
business applications, key IT infrastructure and confidential data.  #3

For more penetration testing information or
to request a quote, visit our website by
clicking here  or call +44 (0) 845 070 1750

Please contact us for further
information or to speak to an

expert.

Your next steps in developing an
effective penetration testing

programme. 
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among micro/small
businesses

among medium/large
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among businesses
that say  online
services are not at all  
core to their business
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Had a
temporary
loss of files

Had software
or systems
corrupted

Lost access  
to third-party
systems they  

rely on

Had their
website

slowed or
taken down

Had money,
assets or

intellectual
property

stolen

46%
security breaches or
attacks in the last 12
months

AMONG THE 46% THAT IDENTIFIED A BREACH OR ATTACK 

Just under half of all businesses in the UK
identified at least one breach or attack in
the last year.

Had a
permanent  

loss or
change  
of data

Drivers for carrying out penetration tests should be based on an evaluation of
relevant criteria, which would typically include:

Why conduct a penetration test?

The impact of

serious security

attacks on similar

organisations.

“I’m worried
about security

attacks on
other, similar

firms.” "I’m using a
greater number

of outsourced
services" 

"We’re developing
business

applications or IT
infrastructure" 

"I need an
independent

assessment because
of legal/regulatory

or customer
requirements." 

What is the penetration testing process?

Initial scoping  
An assessment of your
systems, networks or
applications in order to
define the scope of the
test.  

A penetration test is designed to deliver a realistic and targeted appraisal of the
current state of your security and the risks attackers pose to your business.

Assessment 
Involves manual tests in
an attempt to
compromise your
system environment
and identify attack
vectors for your wider
network. 
  
 

Reconnaissance  
This phase involves
gathering information
about your organisation
and how it operates.
Automated scanning is
used to identify potential
security holes.  

Reporting  
Provides results in a
format based on the
damage potential,
reproducibility,
exploitability and
discoverability of each
finding.  

Presentation 
If required, a briefing
session with your
management team to
explain the outcomes of
the test and what it
means for your security
posture.  

Re-test 
A re-test of your systems
so that you can be sure all
the issues have been
successfully resolved. 

What will I find in my
penetration test report?
A penetration test performed by IT Governance
will, on average, identify 3 critical-, 8 high, 43
medium-, and 11 low-risk findings per report. 

Critical

Medium

High

Low

The threat agent could gain full control over
the system or application, or render it
unusable by legitimate users, by using well-
known methods and exploits.

The threat agent could gain full control over
the system or application, or render it
unusable by legitimate users.

The threat agent could gain some level of
interactive control or access to data held on
the system.

The threat agent could gain information
about the systems, which could be used to
facilitate further access.

3

8

43

11

Nos.DescriptionRating

At IT Governance, we offer two levels of penetration test to
meet your budget and technical requirements:

Level 2

Identifies the vulnerabilities that
leave your IT exposed. Combining
a series of manual assessments  
with automated scans, our team
will assess the true  extent of your
system or network’s
vulnerabilities,  allowing you to
evaluate your security posture and
make more accurate budgetary
decisions.

Involves attempting to exploit the
identified vulnerabilities to see
whether it is possible to access
your assets and resources. This
more thorough assessment of your
security posture enables you to
make more accurate decisions
about investing in securing your
business-critical systems.

Level 1

Contact us

Purchase our affordable, quick
and fixed-price penetration tests

online.

Buy online
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Malware

Web-based attacks

Software specifically designed to

disrupt, damage, or gain

authorised access to a computer

system. 

Attacks that use web components

as an attack surface, such as web

servers, browsers, content

management systems (CMS) and

browser extensions. 

App attacks
Attacks against available web

applications and web services

including mobile apps, as they

provide interfaces/APIs to web

sources. 

Denial of service
Attack in which the perpetrator

attempts to overwhelm a server

with traffic, rendering it

unavailable to other users. 

Botnets
A number of Internet-connected

devices used by a botnet owner to

perform DDoS attacks, steal data,

send spam, and allow the attacker

access to the device and its

connection. 

Phishing

Emails purporting to be from

reputable companies in order to

convince individuals to reveal

personal information, such as

passwords and credit card numbers. 

Ransomware
Malware that either mounts an

extortion attack that holds data

hostage, or mounts a leakware

attack that threatens to publish

 data, until a ransom is paid. 

Insider threats
Attacks that come from people

within the organisation, who have

inside information concerning the

organisation's security practices,

data and computer systems. 

The most prevalent cyber threats 5

Who is behind the breaches? 

75%

25%

18%

3%

2%

51%

Perpetrated by outsiders.

Involved internal actors.

Conducted by state-affiliated actors.

Featured multiple parties.

Involved partners.

Involved organised criminal groups.
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146

The median time it takes organisations to discover
an attacker’s presence on a victim's network before
being discovered is 146 days; however, breaches can
go undetected for years.

days to discover attackers

81% of reported intrusions are not detected by
internal security processes but rather by news
reports, law enforcement notifications, or external
fraud monitoring.
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6. Figures are based on a review of all penetration tests conducted by IT Governance during 2016.

81% 
of the penetration testers said
they could identify and
exfiltrate your data in less than
12 hours.

88% 
of penetration testers claim
they could compromise a
target in less than 12 hours.

What the pen testers say....
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The cost of breaches 

Wireless Penetration Test

The objective of a wireless
penetration test is to detect
access points and rogue
devices, analyse your
configurations and test for
vulnerabilities.

8. Kaspersky labs - IT Security: Cost-center or strategic investment? (September 2017).
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